
Quotes about Winston Wu being “The Most Unique and Freethinking Asian” 
 
This is a politically incorrect thing to say, but true. At least 99.99 percent of Asians are pure conformists and 

followers with no independent free thought. To them, authority = truth, majority = right, and conformity = security. 

They do not question things or think for themselves, but believe whatever they are told and whatever everyone else 

does. But there is one unique exception - Winston Wu, who is publicly known as a great Freethinker, Champion of 

Truth, and Debunker of BS, Propaganda, Mind Control and Logic Fallacies. The following quotes about him from 

third party sources attest to this, essentially making him one-of-a-kind. (Quotes sourced and linked where possible) 

 

 

"You're probably the most atypical Asian male I've ever met." – Peter, an old Scottish traveler Winston 

met in Estonia who's been to nearly 100 countries 

 

“I would say that yes, I have not seen even one Asian person like yourself. There are rebellious types and 

these are often women, and they rebel by joining the American mainstream. Same with Asian guys who start 

acting “American”. But for an Asian to rebel not only against Asia but against America because it is TOO 

repressed for your taste, that is really taking the cake. To most Asians America is synonymous with a loud free 

place where you can shed your inhibitions.” – Ladislav, Chief Advisor of HappierAbroad.com and Author of 

Expatriate Insights, who speaks 10 languages and been to 30 countries, residing long-term in 9 of them 

 
“As far as you being a banana - a white man trapped in an Asian body - I would like to qualify that you are not 

an American white man inside an Asian body but a European Existentialist - a Frenchman, Italian or 

Spaniard trapped in an Asian body. You are certainly not a modern Anglo-Saxon trapped in it.” – Ladislav 

 

“Despite all the flak you get you are certainly an interesting character and probably the most famous (or 

infamous) self-made Asian on the internet” – Rob, USA, Fan Mail 

 

"Most Asians don't think for themselves. They simply follow the pack. You are one of the exceptions." – Jean, 

Colorado, Fan Mail 

 

“Winston, you are a White man trapped in an Asian man's body. All the characteristics I associate with 

Asian men seem to be the opposite of you. You do not do what society tells you to do. You do not work hard 

just for the sake of working hard. You find White women attractive.” – Jean, Colorado, Fan Mail 

 

“I enjoy your writing and you are one of the most inspiring dudes around. Main thing is you don't give a shit 

what other people (especially white) say about you - highly unusual, unfortunately, for any race of people, 

Chinese especially. So your stuff is absolutely awesome.” – John, USA, Fan Mail 

 

“What I also love about this ebook is Winston's philosophical view of the world. I have never in my life seen 

an Asian guy with such a brilliant, philosophical mind. There have been times when I thought I was crazy 

thinking the way I was thinking, especially as it pertains to America and its awful, non-inclusive culture. 

However, after reading Winston's words, I totally feel relieved and vindicated, knowing full and well it's 

society that is crazy, not me!” – Steve Hoca, Amazon.com Review of Happier Abroad Ebook 

 

“I've met a few Asians that are open minded, but you're probably the most, so I can see why you feel that 

way...” – Jason Valenti of SasquatchResearch.net 

 

”It’s true I have not met any Asians as freethinking as you, but I assume they exist somewhere.” – Larry 

Elterman, Expat Author of A Man’s Guide to Life and Love in the Philippines  

 

"Winston, you are very likely the most courageously honest person I've met online, if not in my entire life."  

– TheLogicJunkie, a popular YouTube personality and Author of Thou Shalt Not Think 
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“Hey, you’re pretty cool, very open minded, not like other Asians who are so serious and know exactly what 

they want. Let’s exchange numbers.” – A punk guy Winston met at the waterfront in Bellingham, WA 

  

“Apparently the only people who were given the ability to think for themselves are those with negative 

bloodtypes. Want confirmation? Take a look at far-east Asia. 99.99% RH positive blood. Who is their most 

promising free thinker? Winston Wu. Enough said. What do they value? Work. Work till you drop bitch! 

Impress your neighbors.” – Odbo, Forum 

 

"You're very inquisitive (very curious, true seeker of knowledge), very intelligent, very different and unique. 

You're definitely a very special person unlike all the drones around us." – Ssjparris, Forum Private Message 

 

"Winston is a very dynamic individual, what most would call a genius. He's started a movement, and only 

genius types can do such a thing." – Boycottamericanwomen, Forum 

 

“Winston is the only guy who could create such an impressive website (and many more too). Administering 

and maintaining multiple websites of such gigantic sizes is something that no ordinary person could do. I am 

thoroughly impressed.” – Falcon, Forum 

 

“Think about how many people sent Winston emotional thank you letters when they discovered his site. Why 

did they do this? Because his articles presented opinions which were suppressed. Millions of people had 

them, but they never heard anyone else discuss them, so they were led to believe they were crazy or delusional 

for having them. If you agree or don't agree with someone's opinion is completely irrelevant. Most westerners 

are too uncomfortable speaking about politically-incorrect issues in daily life. Society needs to cultivate strong 

characters with convictions not conformist drones. Without contrary opinions to the popularly accepted ones 

people aren't given a choice." – Odbo, Forum 

 

"I visited your website, happierabroad.com, and I agree with everything you write. You are my hero! You have 

spoken truths that many men do not understand. You have broken ground that many men have not... 
You are an inspiration!" – Mark, Washington DC, Fan Mail 

 

"Many of the things that are said on this site are things you know are true but no one else says." – Peter, Forum 

 

"When I first stumbled across HappierAbroad, I thought this website was full of nonsense. But as I experienced 

college even more, I soon realized that Winston was right on. When I went to Mexico by myself, I could see 

that the claims on HappierAbroad were uncannily true. I came across well-written books by academics, such as 

"The Proper Care and Feeding of Husbands" and "The Narcissism Epidemic" (thanks, Steve Neese!), and 

realized that this is a real-world phenomenon that Winston had recognized long ago, but which academics are 

only beginning to become aware of." – Falcon, Forum 

 

“One of the reasons I respect you is your ability to think independent of the masses… I can't pinpoint exactly 

when I came upon your site. But, I do recall, when I did, I instantly thought, "This guy gets it. He's smart, well-

read and thinks for himself."” – Xanthin Smith, Author, Entertainer, Filmmaker, Website: ManSmarts.com 

 

 

For more Quotes and Links about Winston Wu, see: http://www.happierabroad.com/AboutMe.htm 

 

To understand why the sources above say such things about Winston Wu, see his Article Index at: 

http://www.happierabroad.com/articles.php 

 

Visit Winston Wu’s websites at: HappierAbroad.com and DebunkingSkeptics.com 
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